
Billing & Invoicing
Our dynamic billing solution handles the 
complexities of subscription and usage-based 
business models in real time. Quickly adapt your 
business to meet market conditions and trust 
that your invoices are in sync and accurate—
preventing customer credits and  
revenue leakage.

Billing & Invoicing Overview
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Key Features

 � Account Management

 � Bill Calculation

 � Invoicing

 � Payments

 � Collections

Customer experience and billing  
working together

An intelligent billing solution for flexible, dynamic pricing and 
advanced billing needs. Manage simple and complex billing 
schedules, fees, taxes and more, support global customers, 
and gain insights and visibility into your business with a single 
billing platform to help you oversee the full quote-to-cash 
process in real time. 

• Bill when you want

• Automate detailed fee and overage calculations

• Utilize intricate corporate and account hierarchy structures

• Better understand key business metrics

• Integrate with your CRM, ERP, and other applications

https://gotransverse.com
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Account Management

Gotransverse organizes all of your customer accounts into a single application to manage your complex 
account hierarchies and billing needs. Finally, a unified view of all of your customer accounts and 
activities that makes it easy to dissect the complexity of your services.

Bill Calculation

Gotransverse billing merges your rated events, calculates relevant subscription fees and charges for 
unlimited invoice line items at internet speeds and enables you to batch run your bill cycle daily, weekly, 
biweekly, monthly, quarterly, yearly, or on demand as needed. 

• Account Status

• Account Activities

• Payment Methods

• Account Hierarchies

• Order Creation and Approvals

• Credit and Debit Adjustments

• On-Demand Billing

• Usage Pooling

• Account Notifications

• Account MRR

• User-Defined Fields

• Dunning

• Multiple Bill Cycle Types

• Batch Billing

• Performance KPIs

• Bill Cycle Simulation

• Rules and Script Based Calculations

• Billing Notifications

Invoicing

Gotransverse enables automated invoice generation, so you can trust that the invoices your customers 
receive will be accurate and on time—preventing customer credits and revenue leakage.

• Multiple Templates

• Configurable Charge Rules

• Configurable Suppression Settings

• Invoice Distribution

• Invoice Overdue Actions

• External Invoice Rendering

• Bill Cycle Approvals

• Invoicing Notifications

https://gotransverse.com
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Payments

Gotransverse accepts payment cards, Paypal, ACH, checks, lockboxes and many more. Natively, 
Gotransverse includes several payment processing options including automatic and manual, recurring, 
pay-as-you-go and one-time payments. The platform is PCI DSS Level 1 certified and ensures full security 
and encryption of end-customer’s financial data.

Collections

With Gotransverse, processing past due accounts has never been easier. You have the ability to do more 
than automated notifications and configurable web service calls to external systems.

• Multiple Payment Gateway Support

• Multiple Payment Methods

• Payment Matching

• Automated Payment Retries

• Fraud Prevention

• Payment Workflow Actions

• Automatch Payment Connection

• Errant Payment Management

• User-Defined Fields

• Account Dunning

• Automated Payment Retries

• Charge Late Fees

• Escalations

• Downgrade Services

• Suspend Services

https://gotransverse.com
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About Gotransverse
Gotransverse provides cloud-based software that enables companies in 
any industry to operate as a subscription business model, including the 
often challenging aspects of usage-based pricing and monetization at 
massive scale. Founded by globally recognized billing experts, we offer an 
intelligent billing and subscription management platform that automates 
the subscription order-to-cash process, including billing, rating, collections, 
mediation, analytics, and revenue recognition.
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Request a Demo
Ready to get started?
Get a customized demo with a billing expert.

Partner Ecosystem

Our diverse partner ecosystem allows our customers 
to leverage solutions from a wide range of vendors 
and system integrators across the entire technology 
stack. By partnering with an ecosystem of the leading 
platforms for everything from CRMs, ERPs, tax software 
and payment processors Gotransverse unlocks the 
power of your data.

Expertise In Complex Billing

Enterprise pricing, billing, monetization and cloud 
technology domain expertise runs deep throughout the 
Gotransverse team. We deliver product monetization 
at speed and with certainty, freeing you to develop and 
sell your products the way you want.

https://gotransverse.com
https://gotransverse.com
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